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Newbery Honor recipient Margi Preus tells the incredible true story of a group of French
teenagers who helped save refugees in WWIIBased on the true story of the French villagers in
WWII who saved thousands of Jews, this novel tells how a group of young teenagers stood up
for what is right. Among them is a young Jewish boy who learns to forge documents to save his
mother and later goes on to save hundreds of lives with his forgery skills. There is also a girl who
overcomes her fear to carry messages for the Resistance. And a boy who smuggles people into
Switzerland. But there is always the threat that they will be caught: A policeman is sent to keep
an eye on them, German soldiers reside in a local hotel, and eventually the Gestapo arrives,
armed with guns and a list of names. As the knot tightens, the young people must race against
time to bring their friends to safety.

**STARRED REVIEW**"Each character's backstory is woven seamlessly into the action. Preus
builds suspense and drama by following these brave souls as they take on dangerous tasks...
Deeply emotional, intense, and thought-provoking."―Kirkus Reviews**STARRED
REVIEW**"Preus conveys the tales of heroism and resistance of the village teens with a story
that is filled with suspense and intrigue... Readers will be inspired by these teens that stood for
what is right and who, through their actions, saved the lives."―School Library
Connection**STARRED REVIEW**"Preus weaves the teens’ backstories and individual dreams
into the mounting dangers each faces and poignantly renders the quietly courageous and
supportive community... An inspiring narrative founded on a real-life community and
individuals."―Publishers Weekly**STARRED REVIEW**"Both thrilling and chilling, Village of
Scoundrels will surely keep readers engrossed from start to finish."―Shelf Awareness"Preus
crafts a delicate balance of the characters’ interweaving tales and the community that bands
together to protect its vulnerable population."―Bulletin of the Center for Children's
Books"Fascinating. . . Readers inspired by communities making a difference—and in WWII and
Holocaust history—will find much of interest here."―Booklist --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorMargi Preus is a childrens book author and playwright. Her first novel for
young people, Heart of a Samurai, was named a 2011 Newbery Honor Book, an ALSC Notable
Book, and a recipient of the Asian Pacific American Award for Childrens Literature, among other
honors. Her picture books include Celebritrees; Historic and Famous Trees of the World, winner
of the 2013 Flicker Tale Award.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE: This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are
either the product of the author’s imagination or used fictitiously.Library of Congress Cataloging-
in-Publication DataNames: Preus, Margi, author.Title: Village of scoundrels: a novel based on a
true story of courage during WWII / Margi Preus.Classification: LCC PZ7.P92434 Vil 2019 | DDC
[Fic]—dc23Text copyright © 2020 Margi PreusIllustrations copyright © 2020 S. M.
VidaurriEdited by Howard W. ReevesBook design by Hana Anouk NakamuraTitle type design by
Kay PetronioPublished in 2020 by Amulet Books, an imprint of ABRAMS. All rights reserved. No
portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, mechanical, electronic, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written
permission from the publisher.Amulet Books are available at special discounts when purchased
in quantity for premiums and promotions as well as fundraising or educational use. Special
editions can also be created to specification. For details, contact
specialsales@abramsbooks.com or the address below.Amulet Books® is a registered
trademark of Harry N. Abrams, Inc.ABRAMS The Art of Books195 Broadway, New York, NY
10007THIS IS A FICTIONAL STORY INSPIRED BY REAL EVENTS AND THE EXPERIENCES
OF REAL PEOPLE WHO LIVED OR WERE SHELTERED IN A CLUSTER OF VILLAGES IN
SOUTH-CENTRAL FRANCE DURING WORLD WAR II.“THE OPPOSITE OF GOOD IS NOT
EVIL; THE OPPOSITE OF GOOD IS INDIFFERENCE. IN A FREE SOCIETY WHERE
TERRIBLE WRONGS EXIST, SOME ARE GUILTY, BUT ALL ARE RESPONSIBLE.”—RABBI
ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHELCAST OF MAJOR CHARACTERSAPastor Autin (oh-tanh)—
one of the Protestant pastors in Les LauzesBMonsieur Boulet (monh-syeur boo-lay)—director
and houseparent of the BeehiveCCéleste (say-lest)—high school student originally from Paris
who becomes a courier for the resistanceClaude; Clo-clo (clode; clo-clo)—Jules’s friend who
helps paint the roadwayMadame Créneau (mah-dahm cray-no)—organizer of the network that
finds safe places for refugees on the plateau and smuggles children and others to
SwitzerlandDMadame Desault (mah-dahm day-zo)—rescues children from the camps and
brings them to Les Lauzes by trainFJean-Paul Filon (zhonh-pole fee-lonh)—Jewish teen who
seeks shelter in Les Lauzes and becomes a master forger. He is also known as Otto and Jean-
Paul Lafour.HHenni—a German Jewish teen released from Gurs internment camp to Les
Lauzes, Max’s girlfriendJJules (zhul)—ten- or eleven-year-old goatherd who passes messages,
creates diversions, and delivers forged papers forJean-Paul Filon. Also known as La Crapule
(lah crah-pul)—The Scoundrel.LLéon (lay-onh)—brother of Sylvie; teen resident of Sunnyside
who joins the resistanceLouis XIV (loo-ee kah-torz)—King of France, 1643-1715. Devoutly
Catholic, he abolished the rights of the Huguenot Protestants, and encouraged his
“dragoons” (soldiers) to persecute them until they emigrated or converted.MMadeleine (mah-
deu-lehn)—Henni’s friend, Jewish teen living at The BeehiveMax—Henni’s German Jewish
boyfriend, whom she met in Gurs, a concentration camp, primarily used for internmentMonsieur
and Madame Mousset; M. and Mme Mousset (monhsyeur and mah-dahm moo-say)—a farm
couple who offers a space to Jean-Paul Filon where he can both live and run his forgery



operation.POfficer Perdant (per-danh)—plainclothes French police inspector sent to “keep an
eye on” the townspeople of Les LauzesMarshal Pétain (pay-tan)—head of the collaborationist
Vichy government in southern France after Germany occupied northern France. When Germany
occupied southern France in 1942, he became a puppet of the German military
adminstration.Philippe (fee-leep)—high school student from Normandy who hides refugees and
smuggles people to SwitzerlandSSylvie (seel-vee)—Léon’s sister, high school student and
forgerPRONUNCIATION GUIDEPronunciation notes:zh = the sound g makes at the end of
“garage”eu = the sound in the middle of “should”onh = the beginning sound in “on” before you
say the “n”ah = the beginning sound in “all”kh = the sound an angry cat makesPLACE
NAMESAAlsace—ahl-zahsAnnecy—ahn-seeBBastille (historic French prison)—bahs-
teeCCévennes—say-venChâteau de Roque—shah-toe deu rockChemin du Dragon—sheu-
manh du drah-gonhClermont-Ferrand—clehr-monh feh-ranhCollonges-sous-Salève—co-lonzh
soo sah-lehvDDunières—du-nyairLLe Chambon—leu sham-bonhLe Puy—leu pweeLes Lauzes
—lay lowzLyon—lee-onhMMarseille—mar-sayNNice—neesRRivesalte—reeve-saltSSaint-
Étienne—san-teh-tyennTTriangle de la Burle—tree-angleu deu lah burlVVichy—vee-
shee1.EARLY MAY 1943LES LAUZES, FRANCEV FOR VICTORYJules carried the brushes.
Claude, because he was bigger, lugged the can of paint. The two boys kept to the far side of the
trees lining the road, trying to stay out of sight.“German soldiers walk along here sometimes,”
Claude whispered.Jules swept his gaze up and down the road and to each side. “Well, they
aren’t here now,” he said. A faint jangle of bells caught his attention, and he turned to see a herd
of goats coming out of the forest onto the road behind them.Jules tapped Claude on the
shoulder and jabbed his thumb in the direction of the road. “Here,” he said, and the boys crept
from behind the trees onto the roadway.“What about them?” Claude pointed at the animals clip-
clopping along the pavement. “And the old lady?” A woman in a long skirt hobbled behind the
goats, urging them along with a stick.“Don’t worry about any of that,” Jules said. “Now, you paint
‘1918.’”“Doesn’t eighteen go before nineteen?” Claude asked.“Yes, usually, but this time paint
19, then an 18—that’s all—because it’s the year.”“But it isn’t! It’s 1943!”“Yes, I know that, but . . .
Never mind. I’ll paint 1918. You do the V for Victory.”Claude bobbed his head happily and put
brush to pavement, ignoring the goats that clattered past. But when the goatherd passed by, he
looked up and whispered, “Why does that lady have a suitcase strapped to her back? Oh, is that
the Ameri—”“Shh!” Jules hushed his friend. “Make that V bigger. It’s too little.”Once the goats
were past, all that could be heard was the scrape of the brushes on the pavement and the boys’
earnest breathing, a little from the exertion of the hike and from bending over to paint. And that
other thing: fear of getting caught.Jules was just putting the finishing touches on his work when
he heard shouts.“Achtung!” Then, “Garçons! Arretez!—Boys! Stop!”Jules leaped up and tugged
at Claude’s sleeve. “Vite! Vite!” he cried, then dashed away.He could hear Claude clomping
along behind him, and behind Claude the clanging of metal-heeled boots on the roadway. Only
German soldiers had boots that sounded like that, Jules knew. He glanced over his shoulder to
see a couple of soldiers chasing them—still far enough away that Jules wasn’t worried about



getting caught. The boys only had to duck into the forest that lined the road and take any one of
a number of paths and they’d lose the soldiers in no time. He glanced back again—now Claude
was loping in the wrong direction—back toward the soldiers.“Claude!” Jules shouted.“The paint!”
Claude yelled over his shoulder.The goats skittered sideways as the soldiers ran past
them.“Leave it!” Jules hollered.There was no way Claude could retrieve the paint and get away
before the soldiers reached him.Jules clutched his head in his hands. There was the woods,
right there—full of paths leading in all directions. But there was Claude, about to fall into the
hands of the Germans, the Germans who would turn him over to that policeman, Inspector
Perdant.Jules let his arms fall to his sides and ran back toward his friend.2.EARLY DECEMBER
1942INSPECTOR PERDANT ARRIVESFive months earlier, in December 1942, plainclothes
inspector Perdant had arrived in the village of Les Lauzes.The village, situated on a high
plateau, was accessible from the valley only by a single winding road or a comically small train.
Ever since France’s surrender to Nazi Germany in 1940, the place had been living in its own little
way, outside the rules of the current government. It had taken a while for that to be noticed. But
now it had.By the time Perdant arrived, winter had settled in, and the streets were snow-covered
and slippery. Since the village was built on the side of a steep hill, this could make for
treacherous going.He was mincing his way to the café across from his hotel when a loud,
sustained shriek made him stop in the middle of the street. Someone in danger? Distress?
Perhaps his brand-new job as the sole police officer was about to begin with something truly
dramatic. He turned his head—all his senses alert. Maybe one of the illegals said to be hiding
here was trying to murder someone! If he could just pinpoint where the scream was coming
from, he would dash to the rescue.The high, keening “Eeeeeee” transformed to a squeal of
“Aaaahhhhh,” and . . . did he detect an element of glee in that scream?The sound grew closer
and clearer—like a train engine echoing between stone walls, now muffled, now screaming, now
rounding a corner, gathering speed.Then, there! Careening at high speed down the street,
aimed straight at him, came a train of sleds, ridden by teenagers. Surely they’ll stop, Perdant
thought.He flung up his free hand, palm-first, as if he might stop them by sheer force of will.
Quickly realizing that they couldn’t possibly stop, he lunged out of their way at the last
moment.“Ooohhhh!” the riders screamed as they rocketed past him.No sooner had one sled
gone by than another followed, and then another. A cap blew off, a glimpse of red stockings, a
hair ribbon, snow-frosted eyeglasses. Did that boy just stick out his tongue as he whizzed past?
A little brown-and-white dog chased after, barking and barking. The squeals of delight echoed
between the village shops, then changed tone when the teens zoomed past the town square.
Sparks flew from the metal runners as the sleds clattered over the railroad tracks, and the
screams faded as the riders rounded the corner and headed toward the bridge that spanned the
river.A year or two earlier, he might have been sledding down the hill with them, Perdant thought.
But now he was twenty-two and a policeman and had to look more seriously at these things.He
knew the town was full of teenagers. They came from all over France to attend some kind of
“exceptional” high school meant to “promote peace and international unity.” A little too late for



that, Perdant thought. Many of these students lived in boardinghouses; it was known that some
of them were foreign Jews. It was suspected that there were also communists and other illegals
and undesirables. And since he was also quite sure it was not legal to ride sleds down the main
street, there were obviously delinquents among them.“Scoundrels!” Perdant said aloud before
he stepped into the café, notebook under his arm, ready to begin his first report.THE
SLEDDERSAcross the bridge and a little way up the hill on the other side, the sleds slowed. One
by one the sledders jumped off and stood up, brushing the snow off their jackets and cloaks,
laughing and chattering as they waited for everyone to finish the run.Philippe came careening
down the hill, leaped off his sled while it was still moving, ran alongside and jumped on again,
finishing the run facing backward.There was a smattering of applause with mittened hands,
which Philippe acknowledged by standing and doffing his cap, revealing a shocking abundance
of red hair.Next came two sleds moving in tandem. First, Léon, with his feet hooked into the sled
behind him that carried his sister, Sylvie.Then a sled carrying two girls zoomed down and
toppled over. The girls rolled off, and Henni stood up, but Céleste found she couldn’t. Her scarf
was snagged on the runners.“Who was that man?” Henni asked, shaking her hat free of
snow.“What man?” Céleste tugged at her scarf. “I had my eyes shut the whole way!”“The man
standing in the middle of the street,” Henni said.“He must not be from around here,” Philippe
said, “because he didn’t know enough to get out of the way.”Céleste extracted her scarf, and the
group moved their sleds off the bridge to get out of the way of the last stragglers. Once all the
sledders were accounted for, they started back up the long hill, and the story of the man in the
street came out in bits and pieces.“He’s a policeman,” said Léon.“But no uniform,” Céleste
pointed out.“Plainclothes,” Léon went on. “His name is Perdant.” (This elicited giggles, because
the word in French meant “loser.”)“Why is he here?”“Sent to keep an eye on us. On the town. And
the area.”Henni’s French had improved enough that she could keep up with the conversation
and ask hopefully, “A gendarme?” The gendarmes, at least the ones who’d come around the
previous summer, had seemed mostly harmless.“He’s French, not German, but he’s not an
ordinary gendarme. He’s from the national police,” Léon explained.Talk stopped. Their breath
hung suspended in frosty white clouds. For a moment, the town seemed wrapped in
silence.“National police,” Philippe said quietly. That was a serious kind of police, and not as
friendly as the gendarmes who showed up from time to time to arrest someone but mostly sat in
the café drinking coffee and talking loudly about whom they planned to go after. By the time the
gendarmes went to make the arrest, that person—no surprise—was usually long gone.The
sledders continued up the hill, each of them absorbed in their own thoughts. For a while all that
could be heard were their feet crunching on the snow, and the shoosh of the sleds following
behind.“Gotta go,” Philippe said without further explanation. He walked away, head down,
knowing that what he was supposed to do later that night had just gotten considerably more
dangerous. His heart raced a little, a feeling he’d become so used to, he’d kind of grown to like
it.Henni’s heart raced, too, unpleasantly so. Her memory had flown to her old home in Germany.
The marching soldiers in the streets, the smashing of the windows in her mother’s shop, the



ringing of jackboots on the stairs, only one hour to pack their things, the misery of the internment
camp. Was it going to start all over again? She mumbled goodbye and trudged toward the
Beehive, the house where she lived now, full of kids who really didn’t need one more thing to
worry about.Céleste watched the others scatter and wondered over all their secrets. Daredevil
Philippe, for instance. He was like a smoldering fire—both attractive and dangerous—composed
of warm coals that seemed to burst into flames on the top of his head. She imagined the snow
melting under each purposeful step he took. He was up to something. She just didn’t know
what.And there were brother and sister, Léon and Sylvie, whispering to each other as they
turned their footsteps toward Sunnyside, their boardinghouse. Tall Léon bending down to self-
assured Sylvie, her mittened hand gesturing. What were they talking about?Everyone in this
town had secrets. Everyone but her, Céleste thought. But what could she do? She was bright
enough to do well in school, but not a genius. She was not big and strong, but as small as “une
petite puce—a little flea,” as her father still called her. She was also a scaredy-cat.Céleste
fumbled with the top button of her coat, trying to close it against the falling snow, then noticed
her coat was buttoned up wrong. How could she be trusted to do something secret and
dangerous when she couldn’t even button up her coat right?Still, the cold pellets tapped against
her head more and more insistently. Go, go, go, the snow seemed to say. Do, do, do.PARTY
PREPARATIONS AT THE BEEHIVEHenni stomped the snow off her shoes before she entered
through the front door, then brushed the snow from her coat and hung it up. She turned to see
Madeleine’s head sticking out from the kitchen door, tears streaming down her face.“What
happened?” Henni said. “Why are you crying?”Madeleine wiped her eyes on her apron and said,
“Onions.”“Onions?” Henni said.“I’m grating them,” Madeleine explained. “For the latkes. Don’t you
remember? We’re getting ready for the party. We won’t have time to do everything tomorrow.”
She took Henni’s arm and pulled her into the kitchen, which seemed to be, like the house’s
name suggested, a hive of activity, presided over by Monsieur Boulet, the house director.It all
looked so festive and, she realized, a little bit miraculous. It hadn’t been so long ago that these
kids had been barely human—that one, standing at the sink scrubbing potatoes, and that one,
polishing a menorah, and that one, whittling a dreidel.They’d come here thin as rails or with
bellies swollen from malnutrition. Some had shaved heads or shorn hair to rid it of lice. With
closed mouths and watchful eyes, with crushed spirits or lashing out in anger, they’d arrived,
bedraggled little creatures.Hunger and deprivation had at first turned them into scavenging
rodents—some of them swiped food whenever the opportunity arose. Two boys she knew had
crept into a neighbor’s barn and sliced hunks off a side of bacon hanging from the rafters—
Jewish boys, stealing bacon! That’s how hungry they were. Henni herself had not been above
sneaking into the pantry, lifting the lid off the tin of chestnut butter, and gouging out fingersful of
the sweet, honey-thick paste.Now here they were with shining faces and glossy hair, smiling,
being courteous to one another. How had this transformation occurred? In part, it was thanks to
food. Not a lot of it—nobody had a lot of food anymore—but real farm food, cheese and bread,
milk, sometimes butter. Cabbage and lentils and potatoes and, best of all, jam—glowing purple



blueberry; rosy strawberry; dark, seedy blackberry—made from fruit they’d picked
themselves.Their transformation was also due to Madame Desault, who’d rescued them from
the French concentration camps and who, as a Jew, risked her own life every trip up the
mountain to bring them here. And to the kind guidance of Monsieur Boulet.The day she’d
arrived, Madeleine had greeted her and said, “The houseparents are kind.” Then she whispered
in Henni’s ear, “You know some of them are also Jewish. You’ll go to school at the high school,
and everyone will be your friend.”“But my French is not very good,” Henni said.“Well, that is how
it will get better!” Madeleine said, laughing.Since then she’d seen how the adults kept their
young charges busy with storytelling, singing, long hikes in the mountains, and hunting for
berries, mushrooms, or pine cones for winter fuel. And with schoolwork, of course.Now, inhaling
the smell of onions, Henni felt a horrible gnawing at the pit of her stomach. Like hunger, but
deeper, more insistent, more aching.“Maybe we should cancel the party,” she whispered to her
friend.“No!” squawked Madeleine. “Why?”“There’s a policeman in town,” Henni said. “An
inspector. From the national police.”“Well, let’s not invite him!” Madeleine said.“He doesn’t have
to know what we’re doing,” someone else piped up.“It just seems a little dangerous,” Henni
said.Monsieur Boulet looked up from sweeping, adjusted his glasses, and said gently, “Do you
remember why we celebrate Hanukkah?”“We remember the miracle of the oil to light the
candelabra in the temple,” one of the children said. “It was only supposed to last one day, but it
lasted eight.”M. Boulet nodded. “Hanukkah celebrates the miracle of triumph against
overwhelming odds,” he said. “Maybe it would be good to remind ourselves of that right now?”“I
suppose,” Henni whispered. It would be good to remember that miracles could happen, because
it looked like they were going to need one.PATH OF THE DRAGOONIt was foggy when
Inspector Perdant stepped out of the café into the chill of the evening air. Falling snow blurred
the edges of the stone houses and buildings and veiled everything beyond the end of the
block.He shivered a little and tucked his head down into his jacket collar to begin the short walk
back to his hotel.He’d managed to strike up a friendly conversation with a pleasant fellow—a
blacksmith—who sat at the bar peeling roasted chestnuts. He’d asked if the man knew a certain
house located on the Chemin du Dragon. What did he know about its inhabitants?“I don’t know
anything about who lives there,” the blacksmith said, “but I can tell you about the Chemin du
Dragon—the path of the dragoon.” He slowly worked at peeling the dark brown shell away from a
creamy-colored nut.After a few moments, Perdant, anxious to get on with his questions, said, “I’d
like to know.”“That road gets its name from the king’s soldiers.”“The king?” Perdant said.“Louis
XIV,” said the blacksmith.Here we go, Perdant thought. Now I’m going to hear stories from the
1600s!“You know that the Huguenots—French Protestants—were persecuted during that time,”
the blacksmith continued.“Yes, I know,” Perdant said. “I am a Protestant myself.”The man lifted
his eyebrows in acknowledgment. “Well, back then, many Huguenots came here, to this remote
plateau, hoping to escape the terror they suffered at the hands of the Catholics.”“Yes, yes, of
course,” Perdant said.“The people here are descendants of those Huguenots.”“Yes, I know,”
Perdant said impatiently. This was getting him nowhere. “But all that happened a long time



ago.”The man let out a little bof through pooched lips as if to say, Maybe, maybe not.“Then Louis
XIV sent his most despicable soldiers—his personal dragoons—the nastiest psychopathic
killers he had—to hunt down the Huguenots.” The fellow had finished peeling the chestnuts and
now slid the plate toward Perdant, offering them to him.Perdant shook his head. Chestnuts, as
far as he was concerned, were food for livestock.“The dragoons were encouraged to loot, steal,
and abuse the inhabitants of the homes,” the man went on, “to terrorize them until the
Protestants either fled or converted to Catholicism.”“Yes, I know!” Perdant said, openly exhibiting
his disgust at the direction of the conversation. “But that was three hundred years ago! It doesn’t
have anything to do with what’s going on now.”“No?” the man said, gesturing with the chestnut in
his hand.“If you are suggesting that I am like a dragoon, you have it all wrong,” Perdant
protested. “I’ve been sent to protect you, not persecute you.”Again, the man let out a little puff of
air, this time accompanied with a shrug of his shoulders.Changing tacks, Perdant said, “I thought
you were going to tell me something about the Chemin du Dragon, the street.”“Ah, yes,” said the
blacksmith. He rested his elbows on the bar and lowered his voice, and Perdant leaned forward,
hoping that the next part would be the payoff.“It is said,” the fellow whispered, “that on foggy
nights on the Chemin du Dragon, you can sometimes feel a sudden breeze, as if horses are
riding past, and hear the jingling of a dragoon’s spurs. Some have said they have even seen a
ghostly dragoon astride a white horse.”Perdant heaved a sigh and said, “I thought you good
Huguenots did not believe in ghosts.”“Of course I don’t!” the man said. “I am just telling you what
others say.”»«Now, thinking about that story as he walked the dark streets, Perdant tucked his
head farther down into his jacket—the cold had a bite to it. He resented the suggestion that he,
himself, was like a dragoon. “Ça n’a aucun sens—What nonsense!” he said aloud.He stopped
and looked around and realized he didn’t recognize these buildings. Between the fog and
mulling over that silly story, he’d become disoriented. He must have turned the wrong way a few
blocks back, or maybe gone too far, but it became apparent that he was walking the very street
he and the blacksmith had so recently been talking about: the Chemin du Dragon.Standing
there, trying to get his bearings, he heard something odd. A metallic rattle. Almost a . . .
jingling.“Nonsense!” he muttered, walking on.But the sound did not go away. And now he also
detected a kind of humming whir. Both sounds seemed to be growing closer, getting louder. But
it was the metallic rattle that made his heart feel as if it were ricocheting from one rib to another,
because it sounded just like the jingling of spurs.A gust of wind blew the wet mist into his face,
and he turned his head away and closed his eyes. When he opened them again, he saw
something emerging out of the fog. Something that looked like a horse and rider. Perdant
clutched at his chest, feeling his heart throbbing even under his heavy coat. But as the
apparition moved closer, it became apparent that it was just a bicyclist on a jingly bicycle.“Halte!”
he tried to yell as the rider whizzed past him. The word came out a kind of strangled cry.The
bicycle skidded on the snowy street and wobbled to a stop ahead of him.Perdant took a deep
breath, pressed his hand against his chest as if to slow his heart, and fished his flashlight out of
his pocket. The beam swung along the road in front of him, illuminating the trees before settling



on the rider and his bicycle.As he walked toward the bicyclist, Perdant realized he needed a
reason for stopping him. If he said, You scared the living daylights out of me, he’d make himself a
local laughingstock right off the bat.Well, he thought, a fit young man like this should have
signed up for the compulsory work service. He would check his identification card.“Carte
d’identité, s’il vous plaît,” Perdant said, shining the flashlight at the young man.Squinting against
the glare, the fellow dug in his pockets and retrieved a card that identified him as Jean-Paul
Filon, age seventeen.So, the bicyclist was too young for the labor service. But Perdant wasn’t
about to let him off the hook yet. Then it came to him. The bicycle had no light, and it was dark.
That was a ticketable offense.“You realize you are riding at night without a light?” he said.“Yes,
you see, the light is broken,” young Filon explained. He gestured to the light dangling from the
handlebars. Perhaps that was what made the jingling sound.“Well, you should have it fixed
before you go riding at night,” Perdant said. He scribbled out a ticket, citing Jean-Paul Filon for
riding without a light.The young man took it without a word, folded it neatly, and placed it in his
wallet as if it were a gift.“Now, walk your bicycle at night until you get the light repaired!” Perdant
scolded.The boy nodded, and Perdant watched him wheel his bicycle down the street. At the
bottom of the hill, the bicyclist did something Perdant puzzled over for a long time. He kicked up
his feet and clicked his heels together.JEAN-PAUL AT SUNNYSIDEJean-Paul stood at the
kitchen window inside Sunnyside, the boardinghouse where he was staying, and fiddled with the
ticket he’d just been given by that policeman, Perdant.The fog outside seemed to press against
the window, as if someone had pinned a wool blanket to the glass. It made him feel far away
from everything, especially his mother, who was—“What do you have there?” Sylvie asked,
interrupting his thoughts. Turning her head away from the sink, where she was washing dishes,
she nodded at the paper in his hand.“Oh!” Jean-Paul looked up, smiling. “It’s a ticket I got from
that policeman.”“You seem . . .” She hesitated. “Kind of happy about it.”“Well, I’m not happy about
the policeman, but, I mean, it could have been so much worse.”“You’re right,” she said. “I might
give you a ticket for not helping with the dishes.” She snapped him with the dishcloth.“Oh, sorry,”
Jean-Paul said. He put the ticket in his pocket, took the offered cloth, and started drying
silverware.
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Diane Y., “Memorable!. This is such a memorable title and when I realized it was written by Margi
Preus, I requested an advanced reader copy. It will be released in a few weeks on February 25th
and I have my order in for this title. Even though there are a plethora of World War II books right
now and I almost feel saturated, I needed to read this one since I really love how this author can
surprise me. This is the time to be writing these stories since many of the persons from this era
are now quite elderly and it is our last chance to get their first-person accounts. Preus includes
lots of photos and additional information about the characters at the end of the book along with
pronunciations of the French names and places.The story is about a French town that was
united in taking in Jewish refugees and helping them escape or hide in plain sight. This book
focuses on teenagers who smuggled, forged documents, delivered messages to the resistance,
and escorted Jews to safety. The town was a neutral zone at the beginning of the war but
eventually, the German soldiers begin to arrive with names seeking out the illegals and their
safety is no longer firm. What remains firm is the conviction that what was happening to the Jews
was wrong and that they would break laws and risk lives to give them protection.Despite the
heavy sounding description of the plot, Preus tells this story with levity, love, and youthful
hopefulness. I think messages of doing what is right when it is difficult, not sanctioned, or even
illegal are important reminders for all of us.I give this book a 4 star out of 4 star rating. I really
liked it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent story line with many factual characters. Great historical read for
young and old.. 63 years old and never tire of reading historical accounts of people uniting in this
horrid era. Despite being written for younger readers I enjoyed , especially Virginia Hall
connection in the story line. My 12 year old grandson often reads historical youth books from his
school library. He gets so wrapped up in them he will tell me about them. Then he checks them
out again and has me read them. He is now reading my purchase “Village Of Scoundrels “. I read
the review of this book in the Star Tribune and knew he and I would definitely want to read. And
the author is from my old home city on the hill.”

P. Blevins, “wonderful book. Village of Scoundrels: Novel based on Story of Courage During
WWII is written by Margi Preus. Many people know of the bravery of the people of Le Chambon
who together save many Jews during World War II. However, most do not know that many of the
small towns and villages around Le Chambon did the same. This is the story of Les Lauzes and
how the teenagers of the village helped save Jews.The remoteness of the villages helped in
their cause as did the nearby forests and mountains. The village of Les Lauzes took on the
hiding and protection of Jewish children rescued from French concentration camps and towns.
Some were brought here by various organizations that helped take children from the camps. The
teenagers in the village helped with the children and also helped find places for them to stay



when the Nazis grew too close as well as helped guide groups over the mountain to the Swiss
border and help them across. Others were couriers for les maquisards (French Partisans). Still
others misled the police when they could. Madame Creneau organized safe places and set up
the trails over the mountains was based on Mireille Philiip who did this and more while raising
five children of her own while her husband was helping Charles de Gaulle. Madame Desault
rescued children from the camps and brought them to Les Lauzes was based on Madeleine
Drefus, a Parisian Jew who helped rescue children from the camps through the OSE. Philippe
was based on Pierre Piton, Celeste was inspired by Catherine Cambessedes Colburn, Henni
was based on Hanne Hirsch and Max was based on Max Leibmann. Many of the incidents did
actually happen to them; but many were also just made up as probable.The book is really good
and is recommended for middle school students especially. It brings a realm but relatively
unknown story to light in an easy-to-understand way. The epilogue brings the real people and
characters together to show what was true. Usually, I prefer using nonfiction to teach the
Holocaust; but sometimes a gook comes along to tell a story which is lost and brings it to life. I
would use this to help introduce the Righteous Gentiles.”

The book by Margi Preus has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 35 people have provided feedback.

Title Page Copyright Page 1. Early May 1943 Les Lauzes, France 2. Early December 1942 3.
Mid-December 1942 4. Deep Winter, 1942–43 5. Spring 1943 6. Late May 1943 in the Forest
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